Trevor Boundy <trevor@boundy39.com>

FW: 37 Pylon/Wing Saddle Epoxy Fillet
1 message
Tandy Walker <rdb435021@icloud.com>
To: Trevor Boundy <jtboundy@dcsi.net.au>

4 February 2022 at 14:30

This is No. 38 Trever…………..Tandy

From: Tandy C. Walker [mailto:tandyw@flash.net]
Sent: Saturday, July 01, 2006 4:00 PM
To: Walker, Tandy C. <tandyw@flash.net>
Subject: 37 Pylon/Wing Saddle Epoxy Fillet

Since it was difficult for me to draw a line 1/4" away from the Bomber's pylon/wing saddle juncture, I decided to use
tape instead. I had some red "low-stick" vinyl masking tape that was a 1/4" wide. So I laid a strip of this tape along
the juncture on the bottom of the wing saddle. Then I laid down a second strip of this tape along the outer edge of
the first strip on bottom of the wing saddle, which places its edge 1/4" away from the wing juncture. Then I put down
regular masking tape over the outer edge of the second strip on bottom of the wing saddle. This shown in the picture
below.

After pulling up the first strip of tape, I repeated the taping on the pylon side of the juncture. This left an exposed
area in which to form the fillet as shown below.

I mixed up a quantity of Z-Poxy and thoroughly stirred in K&B micro balloons to form a white mixture. The mixture
was dabbed into and along the masked off juncture. I then proceeded to pull the balsa strip down through
the epoxied area inside the masking tape strips. However, I developed a bow wave of epoxy mix in front of the balsa
strip. So I had to stop and remove the excess mix and then finish pulling the balsa strip over the rest of the mix.
This first pass was somewhat irregular and I still had to work on the two ends of the fillet. I added more mix to the
irregular fillet and made a second pass. Realizing the mix was beginning to get viscous, I stopped and worked on the
two ends to finish out the fillet. The entire epoxy fillet was fairly uniform and smooth at this point, except for a
little "bobble" about two-thirds of the way down the fillet as can be seen in the picture below. The mix was now too
viscous to add and smooth out the bobble at the risk of making it worse so I tried a little heat using my heat gun. One
has to be really careful doing this because you can cause an ugly bubble to pop up in the middle of the fillet. I am not
sure the heat did any good because I was afraid to apply very much. However, the bobble may smooth out on its on.
What the heck, if it doesn't I can always sand out the bobble after the epoxy fillet has thoroughly dried.

Before the mix hardened any further, I pulled up and removed the making tape. This last picture shows the final
results of the formed pylon/wing saddle epoxy fillet. While not perfect, this isn't bad for my first epoxy fillet using
the Beecroft technique. Any comments Bob?..................Tandy

